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Page-62 9781137027757_05_cha03 This essay builds upon the conceptual impulses of the Dymaxion map to explore the mapping of orbital space. Surprisingly, there is very little work in the field of geography 1 on this topic and many of the orbital maps that do exist are proprietary, which means that they are often costly, and public access to them is limited. This is ironic given that public taxpayers have paid billions of dollars over the past 50 years to subsidize the development and installation of thousands of satellites in orbit. Orbit is now home to a satellite meta-infrastructure that enables telecommunication, direct broadcasting, remote sensing and global positioning around the planet. Satellites are used to relay radio, TV, telephony and Internet signals, to monitor the earth's surface for weather reports, natural resource development and military campaigns, and to support navigation on land, in the air and at sea. While many people have encountered satellite TV, remote-sensing imagery or GPS navigation, strikingly few understand how orbital space is structured to make such practices possible. Whether citizens are viewing TV news reports, drawing cash from an ATM machine, driving through city streets or using Google Earth, they are participating in a world historical process that is shaped by satellite technologies. Since so many signals, transactions, images and events either take shape within or pass through orbital space, it is in the public interest to know how this space is organized, who controls it and how it has been contested.
To address these issues, this essay explores how orbit has been imagined and visualized in a series of maps gathered from various sources on the Internet. I use the word "map" broadly to include diagrams, MAC/BERY Page-63 9781137027757_05_cha03
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Lisa Parks 63 models, interfaces and illustrations. By invoking the mapping of orbit I am referring both to cartography's precise systems of measurement and to other non-scientific imaginings, simulations and approximations of orbital space. Such visualizations play a key role in making orbital space intelligible to citizen-viewers and enabling them to understand it as a dynamic domain of global significance. The mapping of orbit involves specifying the locations of orbital paths, satellites, and earth stations that make up this global infrastructure, rendering movements and activities that occur between earth and orbit, recognizing the disparate political interests of orbital players, such as military agencies, telecommunication firms, and non-profit organizations, attending to problems of scale and speed, and acknowledging satellites and orbital events as part of world history. Mapping orbit involves trying to be detailed and precise about a place that is inaccessible and imperceptible to most people. While industrialized nation-states have dominated orbit for decades, 2 developing countries have challenged this hegemony on multiple occasions. The first section of this essay provides a contextual discussion that explores the legal definition of outer (and orbital) space as a space of equal access and mutual benefits, and highlights historical moments when orbit became a contested domain. Drawing on international treaties and critical scholarship, I suggest that orbit should be thought of as a "vertical public space" that extends from the earth's surface to the outer limits of orbit, a space that has historically been struggled over by multiple competing interests. In a world dominated by global capitalism and militarism, a vertical space cannot remain "public" without a struggle to define and maintain it as such. In the second section of the essay, I suggest that the mapping and visualization of orbit are vital to the process of claiming it as public. Since physical occupations of orbit are impossible for most, struggles over this domain must take place within the symbolic economy. To draw attention to this contested terrain, I critically examine a series of orbital maps and develop four categories of orbital mapping:
• otherworldly perspectives;
• satellite-centric views;
• orbital projections;
• conceptual maps.
Using examples, I demonstrate the kind of knowledge and critical questions that such visualizations can generate, while also pointing to MAC/BERY Page-64 9781137027757_05_cha03
64 Mapping Orbit their limitations. Just as the Dymaxion map challenged citizen-viewers to think differently about the relations between continents or between the lands, air and oceans, orbital maps can encourage them to become more acutely aware of the material relations and historical processes that extend into, unfold within and structure this extraterritorial domain. By putting orbital space into discourse, the orbital map also brings opportunities to (re)claim this vertical field as a public domain.
Contesting orbit
The etymology of "orbit" has a long history that is linked to vision and movement. In Old French (circa 1314), "orbit" referred to the "eye socket" (Oxford Dictionaries, 2004) . In classical Latin it had been used to signify a "wheel-track" or the "path of a celestial object" (ibid.) By the late seventeenth century, astronomical use of "orbit" became common, especially in efforts to describe the course of the moon or sun. More recently, orbit has been used figuratively to refer to "a fixed course or path" or to a "sphere of activity, influence, or application within which a person or thing normally moves or operates" (ibid.) Not until the twentieth century, in the early days of the space age, did the verb "to orbit" come into use within the English language. By 1946, "to orbit" meant "to travel round (especially a celestial object)" and came to be associated with particular patterns of movement around the earth or other planets (ibid.) In contemporary times, the word is commonly used to describe the band of space surrounding the earth trafficked by satellites. This area, which extends from the earth's surface to approximately 60,000 km above it, is organized into different orbital domains or paths, including the geostationary orbit (GEO), medium earth orbit (MEO), low earth orbit (LEO) and super-synchronous or parking orbit. Each is typically used for different satellite applications: GEO is used for telecommunication and broadcasting, MEO is used for global positioning and LEO is used for remote sensing. While paths in LEO and MEO are relatively unregulated, to send a satellite into GEO a country must file a multi-stage proposal with the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). Once the proposal is approved, the applicant receives orbital slot and frequency assignments. Orbit is thus a composite resource made up of a physical location (orbital slot and path) and access to the electromagnetic spectrum (frequency assignment).
The concept of orbit is so tightly tethered to scientific innovation, national security and corporate expansion that it is scarcely invoked MAC/BERY Page-65 9781137027757_05_cha03 Lisa Parks 65 in relation to public interests or public space. Like many terrestrial spaces, however, orbit is a highly valued and hotly contested domain. In 1983, after more than 20 years of satellite deployments, legal scholar Siegfred Wiessner called upon the international community to "build the public order of the geostationary orbit," proclaiming, "technology and human ingenuity have made the band of space around the planet a natural resource of advanced global civilization. They have not devised an equally advanced public order for its regulation" (1983, pp. 235, 273) . He went on to define orbit as a res publica internationalis (a site of "international public affairs") and proposed a new regulatory regime based on a "congruence of interests and the experience of mutual benefits" (ibid., p. 274). Significantly, Wiessner's vision of orbit as a kind of global commons set out to challenge the orbital hegemony of the USA and the USSR, but it also promulgated a liberal pluralist ideology, assuming there were readily identifiable mutual benefits and shared interests in orbit among nations around the world. Such a view ultimately failed to acknowledge the structural inequities among different nations as well as their different dispositions toward orbital space. Nevertheless, Wiessner's case for a public order of the GEO relied upon earlier legal precedents and political challenges. In 1967 the United Nations' Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and other Celestial Bodies was signed in the USA, the UK and the USSR. The "Outer Space Treaty," as it is known, established a legal framework for activities in orbit, on the moon and beyond, and it remains the primary regulatory structure for outer space, having been ratified by 98 United Nations members and signed by 27 others as of 2006 (United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs, 2011). First signed on January 27, 1967, the treaty mandated that the exploration and use of outer space, including orbital space, "shall be carried out for the benefit and in the interests of all countries, irrespective of their degree of economic or scientific development, and shall be the province of all mankind" (US Department of State, 1967) . It insisted that outer space should not be "subject to national appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or by any other means" (ibid.) And it instructed signatories "not to place in orbit around the earth any objects carrying nuclear weapons or any other kinds of weapons of mass destruction" (ibid.) In short, the treaty espoused principles of international equality, peace and collaboration, and recognized the right of all countries to access and use outer space (and orbital space), regardless of the level of their financial and scientific resources. In his essay "The Invention of Air Space, Outer Space, and Cyberspace," James Hay (2012) suggests that extraterritorial domains have historically been "invented" within juridical and political discourses precisely so that they could be regulated and used to articulate the ideals of liberal democracies. In relation to the Outer Space Treaty, Hay observes, "'Outer space' became a new historical, geographic, and theatrical/performative stage for shaping a discourse about rights and responsibilities, war and peace, security and risk -and thus for redefining the objectives of government and of national sovereignty on a global scale" (Hay, 2012) . As the first field of outer space exploration, orbit became an important dimension of this new "stage" as Western governments used it to showcase the new frontiers of entrepreneurial freedoms along with the sprawling reach of national security. As more satellites were launched, more questions and concerns emerged about how and whether governance and sovereignty could operate in this vertical field.
PROOF
Despite the Outer Space Treaty's high ideals, only a handful of nationstates had the resources to develop and launch satellites during the 1960s (the USA, the USSR, the UK, Canada, France and Germany). As a result, the organization tasked with the assignment of GEO orbit slots, the ITU, decided to grant orbital slots on a "first come first served" basis, which some felt flagrantly violated the equal access principles of the Outer Space Treaty. Developing countries responded to what they perceived as the ITU's favoritism toward wealthy industrialized states in different ways. Recognizing that orbit had become a valuable resource, in 1976 several equatorial states, led by Colombia, asserted sovereignty over the GEO superjacent to their terrestrial borders (Declaration of the First Meeting of Equatorial Countries, 1974) . In a vivid demonstration of bottom-up power, Colombia, Brazil, Republic of the Congo, Ecuador, Indonesia, Kenya, Uganda and Zaire (now Democratic Republic of the Congo) declared their sovereignty through the vertical field that extended from their national lands on earth up through the orbital space above them, issuing a bold challenge to countries that already occupied orbital slots. The Bogotá Declaration, as it is known, also mandated that any future satellites to be placed in orbital slots above these equatorial countries would require the country's consent.
Unable to occupy orbit themselves, the signatories of the Bogotá Declaration waged their battle over orbit within the symbolic economy. Declaring their sovereignty in orbit became a way of reminding the world that orbit had been defined as a "non-sovereign" domain "open to all countries," and yet was being rapidly colonized by wealthy world superpowers. As Christy Collis explains, MAC/BERY Page-67 9781137027757_05_cha03
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While Bogotá did not succeed in transforming the GEO into the property of equatorial states, it did firmly situate developing states on the agenda of GEO spatial considerations: that developing states should have equitable access was now largely accepted; that transforming the GEO into Earth-bound sovereign territory was the way to accomplish this was refused. (Collis, 2012) The Bogotá Declaration demonstrated that developing countries recognized the value of orbit and sought to benefit from it. By the end of 1986, however, almost half of all geostationary satellites were controlled by the USA alone (Delzeit and Beal, 1996) . Given the startling inequality in the possession of orbital slots, the ITU established an a priori policy whereby every country would be allowed at least one orbital position, and countries could submit applications to control slots even if they did not yet have funding to build and launch a satellite to occupy it (ibid.) 3 During the 1990s, the Kingdom of Tonga in the Pacific set out to capitalize upon these conditions. Rather than declare its sovereignty in the orbital space overhead, it planned to acquire valuable GEO slots in the Asia/Pacific region. By late 1990 the country had partnered with retired American entrepreneur Matt C. Nilson (who had previously worked for Comsat and Intelsat) to form a company called Tongasat, and had acquired 16 unused orbital slots over the Pacific region that could be used to link North America and Asia (Andrews, 1990b) . Since Tonga lacked funds to build and launch its own satellites, it planned to lease these slots to other satellite operators for $2 million per year or to the highest bidder (ibid.; see also Andrews, 1990a ). Tonga's maneuver to become an orbital landlord with "paper satellites" became highly controversial (Price, 2002, p. 151) . Intelsat argued that these prime orbital slots with a footprint of 3.5 billion people should be allotted to established satellite operators that are prepared to serve populations throughout the Asia/Pacific region (Mendosa, 1994) . 4 In the end, several countries, including the USA, complained to the ITU about Tonga's legal filings and the island nation was left with only seven slots. Plagued by internal business disputes, Tongasat never had funding to build its own satellite, but in 2002 it purchased the used Comstar 1D satellite from Comsat, renamed it ESIAFI-1 (or "Star Trail") and operated it for approximately three years at 70 degrees east over the Indian Ocean (Tongasat, 2002) .
As the Bogotá Declaration and the case of Tongasat reveal, orbital space has historically been a contested domain. In both instances, MAC/BERY Page-68 9781137027757_05_cha03
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68 Mapping Orbit developing countries asserted control over orbital space by relying on the equal access principles of the Outer Space Treaty, while challenging other aspects of the treaty (e.g. non-sovereignty) in the process. Rather than actually occupying orbital slots, these countries claimed them symbolically through a formal declaration and ITU legal filings. Battles staged in a symbolic economy are all the more crucial when they cannot occur in a physical location. To be able to make such claims, the equatorial states and Tongasat had to imagine a vertical field of power relations, while recognizing that the value of and access to orbital space are determined by hegemonic forces on earth. As Barney Warf aptly puts it, "while satellites float thousands of kilometres overhead, the determinants of access and use are firmly grounded in terrestrial politics" (Warf, 2007, p. 394) . In a world defined by various hierarchizations, the subordinated are all too familiar with vertical metaphors and operations of power. If orbit is yet another domain for such relations to take shape, then it can also become a site for exposing and contesting them. The Bogotá Declaration and Tongasat case are important because they are historical moments in which the meanings of orbit converged with the political imaginary of the subordinated. These events altered the geopolitical stage of outer space by challenging orbital hegemony. The capacity to imagine how power operates through this vertical field is key to future challenges to this dominant order. One way to encourage such imaginings is through the mapping of orbital space. Maps can enable citizen-viewers to feel some material connection to a location or process that is remote, both physically and intellectually. Being able to visualize the new sovereignty boundaries asserted by the equatorial states in the Bogotá Declaration, or the stretch of GEO Tongasat sought to control, could renew and extend the discursive terrain upon which these struggles played out and trigger further public interest and involvement in orbital contestations.
Verticality and visuality
If mapping is part of the process of inventing a space and rendering it intelligible within discourse, then the mapping of orbit is crucial to its inscription within public consciousness. Mapping -the act of laying out the elements, contours or dimensions of a space -is a familiar technique of representation and positioning. The map invites the citizen-viewer to situate, orient or imagine herself in relation to the space represented. In the process, a relation of knowledge is produced as the citizen-viewer uses the map's visual information to draw inferences about and make sense of an abstract terrain. Viewing a map can be a pragmatic exercise, but it can also generate affective responses, triggering such feelings as intimacy, curiosity, fear, contempt and possession. Since public access to orbital maps is limited (especially compared with world maps), it is difficult to ascertain how they might be engaged with affectively. Suffice it to say, the mapping of orbit has the potential to inscribe orbital space and practices within the political imaginary -to bring this domain down to earth and into a field of discursive relations. Orbital maps use the visual languages of cartography, graphic design, data visualization and, in some rare cases, photography to generate twodimensional representations of a vast domain that encircles the earth and extends up to 60,000 km away from its surface. While orbital maps rely on familiar conventions of world cartography, they also confront new problems of directionality, speed and scale in their attempts to represent phenomena and fields far beyond the earth's surface. Orbital maps reduce the depth and eliminate the motion that characterize this vertical space so that it can be read as a flat, framed surface. Despite their limitations, without such maps it would be difficult to develop a material sense of orbital space -to be able to imagine it as a site of occupation, structure and value.
When thinking about the mapping of orbit from a critical perspective, a series of questions arise: How has orbital space been mapped and visualized both historically and in contemporary times? Who has mapped orbit? To what end? How is the spectator positioned in relation to these representations? What aspects of these maps, visualizations or models shape public consciousness of and literacies about the organization and uses of orbital space? What challenges do satellites and orbital space present to knowledge systems that are organized around visual observation? How can orbit be mapped in more creative and provocative ways? To begin to address these questions I critically examine a selection of orbital maps and delineate four categories of orbital mapping:
• otherworldly perspectives; • satellite-centric views;
• orbital projections; • conceptual maps.
In the process of developing these categories, I highlight the kind of knowledges that can be gleaned from orbital maps that have been produced by professional cartographers, NASA scientists, graphic designers and artists. While some maps discussed fit neatly into one category, photos by Apollo astronauts) as a "metonym for global technocratic power," suggesting: "In fusing together monumental technological, commercial, and military resources, the panoptic lens arouses ecological awakening and cybernetic management, and the militarized technological sublime is reharmonized as a planetary icon" (Berland, 2009, pp. 257, 256) . Finally, this otherworldly perspective could be imagined as a cosmic-level reverse shot, a literal or figurative position of interest in, concern about or response to earthly extensions into outer space, one from which earth is "read back" to us from a different place. 5 In any case, this otherworldly perspective has persisted for centuries and many contemporary orbital maps continue to rely upon this same visual template. Analytical Graphics, Inc. (AGI), a company that designs many orbital maps, produced one that employs this view to illustrate the GEO orbit as a 360-degree ring around the earth with orbital slots indicated from 0-180 degrees east to 0-180 degrees west (see Figure 3. 2). Small spheres encircle the earth to indicate the positions of satellites and the spheres are color-coded according to which parts of the radio spectrum they use. 6 The map also illustrates the practice of co-locationthe stacking of multiple satellites at the same orbital address -and thus facilitates awareness of differential orbital property values. Certain orbital slots are more valuable because they are positioned above densely populated regions or markets. For instance, seven satellites owned by Luxembourg-based company SES Astra (Astra 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 1F, 1G and 1H) are co-located at 19.2 degrees east. SES Astra claims that it can carry 800 TV channels to 105 million homes in Europe from this orbital address (SES, 2011) . A similarly lucrative orbital slot lies above North America at 101 degrees west, where seven satellites are co-located, including several owned by USA satellite TV giant DirecTV. Co-location allows satellite operators to extract maximum value from an orbital slot. This map enables viewers to distinguish slots in the GEO, learn the names of the satellites that occupy them, recognize different parts of the spectrum they use and identify the most valuable orbital addresses. The map privileges an orderly and controlled view of the GEO that makes all satellite operations appear similar and seamless. Such a view effaces the dynamism and temporality of this domain, the complex and highspeed signal transactions that occur onboard each of these satellites as their transponders relay transmissions around the planet. Another example of an orbital map with an otherworldly perspective comes from NASA's Orbital Debris program office. This (Figure 3.3 pollution and raises questions about the effects of these materials upon the earth's environment.
Satellite-centric views
The next series of maps provide greater specificity about satellites in orbit and identify them by name. In some cases they are accompanied by a discussion of the function of the satellite or an event related to it. In other cases they offer detailed views of particular stretches of orbital space to highlight the satellites located there. One NASA visualization called "Eyes on the Earth" ( Figure 3 .4, also presented from an otherworldly perspective) features 14 remote-sensing satellites in LEO with unique pictograms representing each one. The illustration encourages the viewer to learn the names of satellites that generate remote-sensing imagery of the earth, discover their different shapes and sizes, and recognize their LEO, which positions them to scan and sense the earth's surface. While these particular remote-sensing satellites are publicly known, it is important to remember that there are hundreds of secret or classified satellites in LEO used for military reconnaissance and warfare. Though taxpaying publics have funded these secret satellites, maps of their orbital paths are not available. A small group of amateur satellite trackers has, however, managed to photograph some of these secret satellites in an effort to circulate knowledge about them (Paglen, 2009, pp. 97-125) .
Another satellite-centric map shows communication satellites located in the GEO above North America. 8 Representing the orbital arc from 72 degrees west to 129 degrees west, the map identifies 22 satellites by name and orbital address. Such maps can be used as a reference by uplink operators and broadcasters when shopping for inexpensive transponder time in the same orbital vicinity. Satellite-centric maps often feature a regionalized stretch of orbital space since it is difficult to represent the entire domain in a single frame. A related visualization is a rare long exposure (8.5 hours) photograph of another arc of the GEO taken from the Kitt Peak Observatory in Arizona (Figure 3.5) . Here the lines represent star trails and the bright tiny dots mark the positions of geostationary satellites. The photo shows 38 satellites in the geostationary arc from 95 to 131 degrees west, which comprises nearly 10% of satellites in the GEO. The image's abstraction and remoteness reveal that even the world's most powerful observatories strain to see orbiting satellites from a photorealist perspective. Yet this satellitecentric map was generated by capturing and storing light reflected off of the satellites' surfaces and thus it provides an indexical record of satellites in this stretch of the GEO. 
Orbital projections
While otherworldly and satellite-centric views illustrate orbital paths, identify satellites and reveal material accumulations around the earth, others project orbital activities onto world maps. In orbital projections, lines, icons and shading are overlaid on world maps to convey a satellite's orbit or the boundary of its coverage zone or "footprint." If cartography can be understood as a process of projection in which the cartographer envisions and designs a world on paper (or on screen) from an overhead imaginary perspective, then the orbital projection further elaborates this process. The orbital projection is a "layering of projections": graphics signifying orbital slots, paths and objects that are physically located in the opposite direction are inscribed on the world map. The orbital projection confronts problems of directionality and scale. It asks the viewer to look at a world map and imagine activity happening in the opposite direction -in the vertical field above and around the earth. Since most humans have no physical referent for orbital space, they can only engage with such maps on an abstract level. As Rudolf Arnheim suggests in The Power of the Center, "the spatial involvement of the viewer diminishes when the scale of the map ceases to resemble the kind of landscape a traveler can actually encompass with his eyes but presents whole continents" (1982, p. 20) . He associates such representations of the vertical dimension with "the realm of visual contemplation" and aligns those of the horizontal with "the realm of activity" (ibid., pp. 12-13). The orbital projection has the potential to fuse these realms. An example of orbital projection can be seen in a commemorative map of astronaut John Glenn's orbit of the earth on February 20, 1962. 9 The map overlays the trajectory of Glenn's Mercury-Atlas 6 mission upon a world map using a curved line to indicate its orbital path. The map also uses circles to specify the locations of tracking stations that monitored the spacecraft as it passed overhead. By projecting Glenn's orbit onto a world map, this visualization brings orbital activity into the register of world history, grafting faraway processes we cannot see onto a familiar surface. At the same time, however, the map is a quintessential expression of American nationalism. It commemorates Glenn's orbit by showcasing the capacities to move through, track and map this new domain, and it places the USA smack at its center.
A more recent example of orbital projection can be found on the Heavens Above website, which is a portal to information about all publicly known satellites currently in orbit, whether operational or retired (Heavens Above, 2011 Command (which tracks more than 13,000 objects in space), the Heavens Above interface displays the current location of any given satellite or object by projecting it onto a scene of the earth and providing a list of data about the satellite, including its orbit, inclination, perigee (the point at which the satellite is closest to the earth), apogee (the point at which the satellite is furthest from the earth) and revolutions per day. Given its interactive design, the interface offers a more tactile visual experience, allowing the user to press the keypad and manipulate the mouse to see and access elements of orbital space. As the website offers users the opportunity to "touch" the Heavens Above, it also provides useful information to civilians around the world who, for one reason or another, are tracking satellites. Analytical Graphics Inc. has used the same data to generate a layer (kmz file) for Google Earth. This (Figure 3 .6) superimposes icons that represent orbiting satellites onto views of the earth and enables the user to see all objects tracked in real time. Like the Heaven's Above website, when the user clicks on a satellite icon, information about the satellite and its orbital trajectory appear (Amato, 2008) . The mapping of orbit in Google Earth, however, seems to test the platform's capacities because the layer attempts to visualize so much data that the interface becomes congested with a dense fog of satellite icons when zoomed in. Furthermore, while the orbital data are public, when accessed and viewed in Google Earth they become part of a privatized mediascape since Google claims it owns the right to present and view the earth and orbit in this way (Vaidhyanathan, 2011; Parks, 2012) . What is unique about the Google Earth projection is that it exemplifies a kind of "satellitization of the interface" in that icons representing orbiting satellites are superimposed onto composited scenes of the earth that have been generated by satellite and aerial imagery. In principle, the user should be able to use the Google Earth layer to locate the very satellite(s) that gathered the image-data upon which the satellite icon is projected. Thus, more than an interactive gateway to orbit, the Google Earth interface functions as a kind of rearview or overview mirror, revealing the satellites that produced the very scenes that enable the world to be seen and navigated in this way. Another important kind of orbital projection is the footprint map. Here, lines or shading are used to reveal the geographic boundaries in which a signal from a given satellite can be received. These maps also visualize the different beams (directed, partial coverage patterns) available on the same satellite. Footprint maps are distributed by the companies that own and operate communication satellites. In a sense, they function as cartographic billboards in that they illustrate a satellite's footprint(s) as part of the process of marketing transponder space to potential customers. At the same time they reveal the ways in which satellites transform world territories into vast transnational marketplaces and zones of media reception. On Lyngsat's website, for instance, a footprint map of the Astra 1H satellite at 19.2 degrees east can be found (along with those of many other satellites). 10 It shows the area across Europe in which Astra 1H's signal can be received, and it is colorcoded so as to indicate that those on the perimeter of the footprint need a larger dish to receive a signal, with blue indicating a dish diameter of 65-85 cm, yellow indicating 55-65 cm and pink indicating 50-60 cm. The world is now crisscrossed by such footprints. There are in fact more satellite footprints than there are boundaries of sovereign nation-states. Orbital projections thus not only demonstrate the satellitization of the interface, they also expose the satellitization of the earth's surface.
Conceptual maps
Conceptual maps of orbit are experimental visualizations, often made by artists, to provoke reflection about the organization, uses and possibilities of satellite technologies and orbital domains. Emphasizing the conceptual dimensions of art practice, Jacques Rancière suggests that artists "do not wish to instruct the spectator . . . They simply wish to MAC/BERY Page-78 9781137027757_05_cha03
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78 Mapping Orbit produce a form of consciousness, an intensity of feeling, an energy for action" (2011, p. 14) . Similar in spirit to Fuller's Dymaxion map, conceptual maps attempt to provoke critical reflection about the organization and use of orbit, in this case by offering alternative visions for future uses of orbital space, exposing unequal occupations and control of orbital slots and paths, and emphasizing the dynamic relations between world history and orbital activity. In this way, conceptual maps are vital to the project of defining orbit as a vertical public space. Figure 3 .7 is an orbital visualization known as the Stanford Torus. Designed by a group of engineers and physicists during a 1975 NASA Summer Seminar at Stanford University, this conceptual map, illustrated by Rick Guidice, envisions orbit as a site of human habitation. As former Head of NASA, James Fletcher said of this project in 1976: "the participants in this effort have provided us with a vision that will engage our imagination and stretch our minds" (1976) . The design consists of a 1.8 km in diameter torus, or donut-shaped ring, which would serve as a habitat for 10,000-140,000 people (Johnson and Holbrow, 1977) . The torus would contain a residential area with a population density similar to a suburb surrounded by a "natural" environment. While this vision of orbit as a site of human colonization may be read as a bit audacious, it has the potential to challenge viewers to think about vertical public space in a new way, as it uses the place of orbit to rethink fundamental issues such as housing, economics, governance and the environment. In short, it asks us to imagine what an orbiting public might look like. A more recent conceptual map (Figure 3.8) by Austrian graphic designer Michael Paukner entitled "Big Brothers: Satellites Orbiting Earth" conveys important structural information about orbit. Using graphics and data visualization, this map color codes concentrations of satellite ownership by country with white representing functional satellites, grey dysfunctional satellites, and black pieces of debris larger than 10 cm in diameter. 11 The "Big Brothers" map not only demonstrates the dominant role of the USA, the USSR and China in the orbital economy but also illustrates that more than 50 countries now operate satellites in orbit, which means that approximately 145 do not. While the USA owns the most functioning satellites, the USSR owns the most dysfunctional ones, and together China, the USA and the USSR are responsible for the most orbital debris.
"Postwar Footprints" (Figure 3 .9) is a conceptual map that attempts to demonstrate how world historical events can affect the orbital economy. Part of a media art installation that I created to explore the changing mediascape of the former Yugoslavia, it reveals the expansion of satellite broadcasting in the region after the war in the 1990s. Before the breakup of Yugoslavia there was one national broadcaster using one satellite to transmit signals throughout Europe. After the war there were 5 public and 15 commercial broadcasters, using 15 satellites to beam their signals around the world (Parks, 2005b, pp. 306-347) . The "Postwar Footprints" map reveals the names and locations of these satellites and their footprints as well as all the satellite operators and new broadcasters in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro, Serbia and Slovenia. It demonstrates that satellite operators were financial beneficiaries of the mediascape's postwar restructuring in the former Yugoslavia. Using composited footprints, the map also reveals how new national broadcasters used satellites to shadow diasporic or displaced populations that left the region for Western Europe, North America or Australia during or after the war. It offers a visual record of changes in orbital activity that transpired after the war in and breakup of Yugoslavia. The final conceptual map I will discuss comes from UK-based artist Joanna Griffin. It was created during a 2009 workshop she led for school children in Bangalore, India, focused on India's Chandrayaan lunar probe. During the event Griffin used a variety of experimental techniques to teach Indian students about satellites and orbital space. One of them involved having the children draw the GEO on the ground with chalk and then use rocks and paper to illustrate the positions and names of various satellites (Figure 3.10) . Cleverly combining childhood curiosity, tactile work with hands and experimental education, Griffin and the workshop participants created a collective, multi-sensory and ground-up mapping of orbital space, which they then photographed so that it could be circulated as a counterpoint to more official and scientific accounts of this vertical field. Committed to finding ways of bringing space investments and technologies into the everyday lives of people around the planet, she suggests that understanding outer space requires "an inclusive public of scientists and non-scientists, unintimidated by [space] technology or institutions and with the magnanimity to explore their frictions and differences" (Griffin, 2010, p. 10 ; see also Griffin, 2012 ).
Griffin's observation resonates with my own approach to the gathering and discussion of orbital maps. As a media scholar, my efforts to collect and think through these maps are guided by critical projects and pedagogical aspirations, and by an interest in building satellite literacy for non-scientists and in mitigating the complexity and intimidation associated with orbital matters. Most of the maps discussed in this essay were found online, whether on corporate websites, on an artist's Flickr page or in NASA archives. I have used many of them to illustrate public lectures about satellite technologies, to provoke students, colleagues, and citizens to consider orbit as a material domain -as an extension of socio-historical and political economic conditions on earth. While one might think that publicly accessible orbital maps would abound in the age of the Internet, there are still relatively few that are freely available. Interactive interfaces such as Google Earth may allow citizen-users to investigate orbital space in unprecedented ways, but its digital domains are quite visually regimented and often privatized, and its capacity to generate provocative or conceptual orbital maps is rather limited. Although the orbital maps I have discussed were produced by different institutions or individuals and were made for different purposes, they provide an overall sense of the kinds of knowledges, literacies and imaginings that such maps can help to generate. Whether drawing attention to distinct orbital paths, processes of co-location, the names of satellites, the locations of satellite footprints or patterns of satellite ownership, orbital maps help to make this distant yet dynamic domain intelligible, providing a materialist sense of the organization of orbit and the objects that occupy it. Examining orbital maps equips citizen-viewers with the kinds of knowledge needed to raise further questions about the privatization, militarization and occupation of vertical public space. It also suggests the need for more orbital maps that can help to specify the material relations that make up the vertical field.
Conclusion
Mapping orbit involves understanding the historical ways in which this domain has been contested. It means imagining a vertical public space in relation to visual discourses of cartography, data visualization, graphic design and photography. It also requires new categories and concepts that recognize the dynamic and contiguous relations between earth and orbit, as well as the unique scale and complexity of this domain. Mapping orbit serves several critical agendas. First, it mobilizes "the public" into a new field and direction. Since most people will never go into orbit, the map can become a public gathering ground for the discussion of historical and future uses of this vertical commons to become a discursive platform through which contestations over orbital space can emerge and take shape. Such contestations can only happen, however, if orbit is understood as a site of public value, opportunity and relevance. It was in part the recognition that there were no publicly owned satellites that inspired the non-governmental organization A Human Right to launch the "Buy this Satellite!" project. Its organizers used crowdsourcing to raise more than US$64,000 in an effort to purchase the TerreStar 1 communications satellite, whose owner, Terrestar Corporation, filed for bankruptcy in 2009. The organization aspired to move Terrestar 1 into a new orbital slot that would allow the satellite to provide free Internet access to millions of people in developing countries (buythissatellite.org, 2011). This ambitious plan, which echoes the open access principles of the Outer Space Treaty, approaches orbit as a domain worth fighting for, even if it means navigating the high-cost game of orbital real estate. Second, the mapping of orbit cultivates a structure of feeling I refer to as "invisible adjacency", which involves the capacity to recognize the presence and significance of a material field, object and/or body without directly sensing it. It is a kind of abstract awareness or consciousness built upon obscure observations and inferential knowledge. In the case of orbit, invisible adjacency involves the capacity to imagine and take interest in a field of operations and highly powerful machines that are adjacent to the earth without being able to directly sense them
